Host universities must agree to a number of terms
imposed by their Communist Chinese minders: 1)
No criticism of the Chinese government; 2) No
mention of Taiwan as a separate nation; 3) No
criticism of Chinaʼs harsh treatment of Hong Kong
dissidents; 4) The 1 million Uighurs in “training
camps” are not mistreated; 5) No mention of the
Wuhan bio-lab origin of the Covid-19 virus; 6)
Review/censorship of campus guest speakers on
China-related topics, and 7) The university must
crack down on China-critics on campus or else
China will withdraw their tuition-paying national
students.
The tide is turning against these propaganda plants
in our institutions. The U.S. State Department
wants the operators to register as foreign agents of
the Peoples Republic of China. They will have to
report on PRC personnel, recruiting, funding, and
the extent of operations in the U.S. When only one
perspective is permitted in these “cultural
exchanges,” they cease to be educational and
become propaganda mills.

CCP Ties to Elected Officials in the U.S.
CCP influence over elected officials is brazen. For
19 years, Senate Foreign Relations Chairwoman
Dianne Feinstein employed a CCP mole, Russell
Lowe, as her chauffer. In between marriages, Eric
Swalwell – a member of the House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence -- was getting
campaign support and was allegedly involved in a
honey trap with Chinese spy Christine “Fang Fang,”
who disappeared once she was outed by the FBI.
Senate Majority leader Mitch McConnell is married
to Elaine Chao whose family operates the Foremost
Group, the largest bulk shipping conglomerate
organized in the U.S., operating a fleet of 33 ships.
Seventy-two percent of their business is with
Communist China, which could only happen with
close ties to the CCP. Chao has been U.S.
Secretary of Transportation since 2017. Recently, a
laptop computer abandoned by Joe Bidenʼs son,
Hunter, revealed that a $10 million payment was
being arranged with a Chinese businessman, Ye
Jianming, for “introductions,” with 10% to be

funneled to “the big guy” – Joe Biden. This particular
arrangement was never executed. In 2018 Ye
Jianming was charged in China with bribery in an
unrelated venture.

Communist CHINA
can’t wait for a

Biden Administration

The Lao Gai system:
A single bullet to the head or heart has historically
been the favored method to execute prisoners in
Communist China. The executed woman: Lu Jinfeng.
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CCP Influence in the 2020 Election
The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) backed BLM
leadership has stated that their number one goal
was the removal of Donald Trump from office. So it
doesnʼt take a genius to deduce that CCP most likely
had a finger in the 2020 election. And indeed they
did. CCP would much rather deal with a Biden
administration than another tough four years of
President Trump. Led by Liberation Road and their
sister organizations, they targeted seven swing
states. Some of it legal some not so legal. Certainly
door knocking, texting and phone calling on the
surface is legal. Millions of phone calls, texts and
doors knocks were done in the seven swing states
by Liberation Road backed organizations. Where it
gets murky is whether CCP was paying Liberation
Road to set up huge and sophisticated campaigning
efforts to help swing the election to Biden. All of this
and more has been going on for years and it is time
to put a stop to the brutal CCP regime and its
influencing of U.S. elections. (See References)

Three major communist organizations
operating in the US are:
Communist Party USA, (CPUSA) – Has been
operating in the United States since 1919 and is the
oldest of all the communist organizations here in the
US. Originally it took its orders from the USSR.
Although now it is aligned with China, Cuba and
other nations hostile to the United States.
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Freedom Road Socialist Organization, (FRSO) –
Was formed in the US in 1985 and is a MarxistLeninism organization. Frank Chapman is their
current leader and are based in MN and IL. Keith
Ellison, the AG of MN is very close to this group.
They are very active in CA, IL, MN and TX. Many of
the protests throughout the US in the summer of
2020 were backed by FRSO. They take their orders
from the Chinese Communist Party (CCP).
Liberation Road, (LR) – Was formed in the US in
1985 with FRSO and is a Marxist organization. In
1999 they split away from the FRSO to form their own
organization. Like FRSO, they get their orders from
CCP. They are very active in CA and northern and
southern states. LR along with FRSO are
responsible for organizing all of the riots in the US
during the summer of 2020.

Of course, the philosophy of Confucius is eons and
worlds apart from Chinese Communism. Confucius
is sometimes called the father of universal education
and professional teaching. His writing helped
establish the basic moral, ethical, and social norms of
Chinese society. He was also critical of the nobility
and their harsh rule. The Communist Chinese tried to
erase Confucianism from modern China, but it was
too deeply
engrained. Here
are just a few
contrasts
between
Confucianism
and Chinese
Communism:

Another organization that merits mentioning is the
Chinese Progressive Association (CPA). Founded
in 1972 in San Francisco, CA. Alex Tom is their
leader and they take their orders from the CCP.
All of these groups are closely connected to BLM and
Antifa. BLMʼs three founders are all Marxists. Alicia
Garza, Patrisse Cullers and Opal Tometi are well
trained by the CCP. Needless to say FRSO, LR, BLM
and Antifa get a lot of financial backing not only from
George Soros, but also the CCP.

Chinaʼs Confucius Institutes –
Hypocrisy and Propaganda Galore
Communist China has established 66 “Confucius
Institutes” on college campuses and more than 500
similar programs in elementary and secondary school
classrooms across the United States. Banking on the
recognition and renown of the 6th Century BCE
Chinese philosopher, the CCP uses these programs
to teach Chinese language and instill pro-Communist
China narratives in young American students. To
encourage these programs, Communist China
sometimes supplies the instructors, and they often
give generous financial incentives to the university
leaders. Recently, an Australian university vice
chancellor was awarded a $148,000 bonus for
meeting the Instituteʼs performance goals.

Confucianism
▶ Loyalty to family and elders #
▶ Young should respect age and experience
▶ Individual face-saving
▶ Superiors should set example for inferiors
▶ Peasant farmers respected
▶ Free enterprise works best
▶ Diversity of opinion encouraged
# Chinese Communism#
#
▶ Loyalty to the state
▶ Young must reject “the old ways”
▶ National face-saving
▶ People protect the state from disgrace
▶ Merchants and generals respected
▶ Collective farms and communes (failed)
▶ Harmony trumps freedom of thought

